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In the second quarter of this year, our GDP grew by about
4.6%. That growth balances out the first quarters’ subpar
performance. The terrible weather that was around the
country really set the economy back and delayed a lot of
things in manufacturing and in the overall economy.
In 2015, the economy will continue to expand between
3.0 and 3.2 %. When you take a look at this historically,
it really shows that the economy, when coming out of a
recession, has been growing at a very slow rate.

Consumer sentiment, as measured by the University of
Michigan, is up. But it’s still very low when you compare it
the last 30 or 40 years of consumer sentiment numbers.
In fact, consumer sentiment was higher right out of the
1990 recession when compared to where it is right now.
With sentiment being low, personal consumption will not
improve. So people have to feel good before they start to buy.

Figure 3 - Consumer sentiment is up, but still very low.

Figure 1 - GDP will exceed 3% for the third quarter.

Figure 2 - Growth since the 2008 recession is underperforming.
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Consumption rose right after the 2009 recession and
then dropped and has remained fairly consistent. It is
nowhere near the consumption levels that we’ve seen when
the economy was performing well in the mid 2000s and in
the mid to late 1990s.

Figure 4 - With sentiment low, personal consumption will
not improve.
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There’s one predominant reason for this: unemployment.
When you take a look at the 5.9% government reported
unemployment it is a meaningless statistic. The real number
is how many people are unemployed. This chart shows
the number of people that are currently still unemployed,
despite the 5.9% unemployment.

Figure 7 - Manufacturing capacity use has improved in the
last 10 years.

Figure 5 - 5.9% unemployment is a meaningless statistic.
At no other time, pretty much over our history have this
many people been unemployed. Additionally, many of the
employed are underemployed in low-paying jobs like retail
and hospitality. Where you find good paying jobs, those are
languishing. Since Obama took office, manufacturing has
shed 400,000 jobs and construction has lost nearly 500,000.
Figure 8 - Over a longer period, manufacturing capacity
use is low.
The good news about the die casting industry is that it
is moving faster and further ahead of the overall manufacturing economy. When you take a look at the die casting industry’s manufacturing capacity, it is at 81%. This
is 3% higher than all manufacturing industries. However,
there continue to be threats to the industry’s ability to
move forward.

Figure 6 - Unemployed indexed to 2007 - 38% higher now.
When you look at the unemployed against an index, the
year 2007 is 100 - it is currently at 138 and means there’s
38% more people unemployed than there were right before
the recession started.
We have been over that recession for the last four years
and manufacturing capacity use has improved in the last
ten years. But, when you take a longer term look at the
manufacturing capacity use, the nation is still fairly low.
Additionally, coming out of the recession, with all of the
companies that closed their businesses, we should have
really rebounded back even higher with overall manufacturing capacity use.
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Figure 9 - Die casting capacity utilization is ahead of overall manufacturing utilization.
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EPA Regulations Threaten Industry
One of the bigger threats is the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). The EPA figured out that they don’t need
Congress to impose their mandates and they have put in
regulations in various areas that will cost our industry in
terms of time and money.
The EPA is establishing targeted rules to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions. Over the years, the EPA has moved
slowly into negotiating greenhouse gas standards for various
industries. They started with the transportation industry in
2008 and have now moved into electric power plants, both
new and existing. It’s interesting because EPA regulations
on the transportation sector have actually helped the die
casting industry.
When EPA raised mile per gallon standards to 35.5 miles
per gallon by 2016, and then 54.5 mpg by 2025, it actually
helped our industry. The auto industry concluded the only
way that they can get to those mileage standards is by light
weighting the vehicle. Aluminum, and specifically aluminum die castings, in many of the power train and engine
areas, are the only way they’ve concluded they could do this.
This is why there has been the growth we have seen. There
is even more growth predicted, in die casting, in the area of
structural castings.

gas. The current set of proposed electric power generation
regulations would eliminate coal as a source of electrical
generation because the cost of sequestering the emission is
uneconomical.

Figure 11 - Power plants are the EPA’s next target.
A total of over 418 coal fired electric power plants will
be closed in the next 15 years. That’s almost 40% of the
nation’s power. This is significant given the fact that our
electrical grid is already strapped and major outages have
been seen all over the country.
If you start taking some of these electric power plants off
grid sooner than you can replace the capacity with something else, there’s going to be a real problem.
The EPA has publically said the next step is to further
regulate natural gas.
When you take a look at electric power prices, the
government models say they are going to go up by at least
20% with the accelerated coal retirements. Electric costs are
going to go up (even the government says that) as they try
to take coal fire power plants offline without providing a
substitution plan.

Figure 10 - Government data does not show that CO2 emissions in the transportation sector will go down at all in the
next 30 years.
Possibly the most interesting thing about all this regulation and all this change is the government data doesn’t
show that carbon dioxide emissions in the transportation
sector will go down at all in the next 30 years. If you take a
look at where the carbon dioxide emission is in the transportation industry, as compared to where they’re projecting it to be, the lowest model versus the highest model
still doesn’t show much of an improvement for all of the
expenses that the industry is going through to try to meet
these standards.
When you look at the overall efforts of the EPA, you can
see a strategy emerging. In 2008, they mandated changes
in the transportation sector. In 2014, they are going after
electric power generation. Specifically, coal and then natural
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Figure 12 - Electricity prices with accelerated coal retirement.
The industrial base is the next EPA target. This includes
the die casters. Right now NADCA is involved with battling the EPA on their modeling of our industry and what
they think is best practices.
The EPA has a model that was developed on data from
2006, that calculates a percentage efficiency on die casting
www. diecasting.org/dce

operations. Unfortunately, the model that they used is
fairly flawed and the data is flawed. NADCA is trying to
work with them so they understand that if they’re going
to do this to us, if they’re going to regulate our industry
down the road that they had better be doing it based on
accurate and correct data.
The EPA is moving forward to lower the allowable
ground ozone to 60 ppb. Currently, the nation is not
achieving the current levels required. For the past three
years, the White House has abated attempts to invoke
this new lower ruling. Historically, from 2000 to 2013, our
ground ozone has decreased by 18% in a national average. According to the chart, the absolute best and lowest
in 2013 for ground ozone is about 70 parts per billion. The
EPA wants the standard to be dropped to 60 parts per billion, which hasn’t even been closely attained yet.

Figure 13 - Recent GHG emissions allocations.

sure how that makes anybody any safer by telling somebody faster that an injury occurred, but that’s the new
rule going into effect. OSHA is also wanting to require
quarterly online reporting for days away from work or
restricted transfer (DART) data. They also want to make
this public. If the theory is that once a year is not good
enough, and quarterly makes you safer, then I would
think that daily makes you even safer.
OSHA is concerned with the growing temporary
workforce. About 22% of our die casting factory workers
are from temp agencies. OSHA’s is targeting the training
of temporary workers and making it mandatory that the
agencies verify the workers are trained in safety before they
are sent to their assigned work location. Obviously, being
trained in safety for a die casting plant is a lot different than
being trained in safety at some other facility.
The temp agencies would rather place their people in
areas that they don’t have to make sure that they’re heavily
trained in. This is going to put pressure on the availability of
our temporary work force.
Finally, NADCA is debating with OSHA about the
results of many of their inspections. OSHA’s inspections include a review of safety training records and safety program
documentation. OSHA is looking for an incentive-based
system, that they believe causes under-reporting. For example, if you offer a pizza party for having a safe workplace
on a quarterly basis, or a free t-shirt for being safe, OSHA
sees that as a threat and that you’ve just bought the person
off to not report his injury.

Government Supporting Workforce
Training Is Positive
The government has endorsed and funded training
programs. They approved $450 million in grants to community colleges across the country. The thing I found
interesting is that Exxon-Mobil and IBM were quoted as
being companies to benefit from these grants. However, I
don’t know when the last time a die caster hired anybody
away from Exxon-Mobil or IBM. Our industry needs
employees too and these type of funded programs should
help to benefit us as well.

Figure 14 - EPA Ozone rule could be the most expensive
regulation ever.

OSHA Rules Cost More, But Don’t
Increase Safety
There are some new OSHA rules that will cost time
and money, but they don’t make factories any safer. On
January 1, 2015, instead of a three-day reporting period,
which was normal, companies now will be required to
report work-related injuries within 24 hours. I am not
www. diecasting.org/dce

Figure 15 - Training from within should be our first option.
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The die casting industry has a need for 300 plus new
engineers, sales, and management people per year. At a
minimum we need another 2,500 operators and technicians. As the volume of castings produced grows, we
are going to become more productive and need a higher
skilled workforce.

Bureau of Labor Statistics shows the productivity improvements of non-ferrous casting industry with 2002 being
equal to 100. Our productivity, when you take a look at this,
is 25% to 30% higher now than it was just 10-12 years ago.

Future Workforce Strategies
There are many different strategies to employ when it
comes to finding people for our future workforce. First,
companies need to look from within to bring forward the
managers and the technicians because many of the jobs
that we’re looking to fill are the toughest positions to fill
overall in this country: skill trades, engineers, mechanics,
machinists and operators. These are just four or five of the
top ten most difficult positions to fill are in our industry.
When companies were surveyed on their strategies, over
one third talked about focusing more on staff retention in
jobs where recruitment is difficult, appointing people who
don’t have the skills, but have potential to learn and grow.
This dovetails with what NADCA’s doing with online
training. NADCA found a great receptivity in the industry
to online education.
NADCA breaks down the education needs of 18 different job functions, from product production, employee
safety, to machine operator. There are job function kits put
together and if you get it for your company for specific
job functions, you can identify what the people need to go
through to train.
NADCA is working with several community colleges to
create a “die casting farm system”.
For example, a student comes to the community college
and is introduced to die casting. He or she is introduced to
die casting by viewing NADCA’s career video. If they show
an interest in our industry, they are potentially offered a
scholarship which includes NADCA training and certified
process technician training as part of their first semester
classes in the community college. If they pass those two
certifications, die casters that NADCA has been working with have indicated interest that they would hire these
people to work for them at 30-plus hours per week. At the
same time the person would continue to get their community college degree in an approved program.
Those programs include things like quality, mechatronics, maintenance, CNC or others approved by the die caster.
Mechatronics is the new maintenance program. It teaches
about hydraulics, electronics, and machine systems and how
they’re all integrated.
This person would continue to work and the die caster
would reimburse up to 70% of their tuition in the first year,
and 100% in the second year. The commitment is that the
person, after graduation, works at least two years for the die
caster, and hopefully way beyond that.

Productivity Grows, Automation
Grows, Higher Skills Needed
The die casting industry is going to need to educate the
workforce because our productivity is moving higher. The
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Figure 16 - As labor productivity improves, higher employee
skills will be needed.
Higher productivity means we need a higher skilled
workforce and not just button pushers. NADCA’s productivity chart, taken directly from its wage & benefits survey,
shows the growth in the productivity average since 1972. If
a die caster is not getting at least $195,000 in annual sales
per employee, they are not an average die caster.

Figure 17 - If a company is not getting at least $195K in
annual sales per employee, it is not even an average die caster.
Productivity improvements have helped our profitability.
The industry has returned our profitability, before taxes, to
up over 5%. This allows us to invest in new equipment.

Figure 18 - Profit margins have returned to pre-recession
levels but should grow because of tight capacities.
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Energy & Material Price Forecast
Aluminum price projections going forward are pretty
stable, although they do have some creep throughout
2016. What’s really interesting is the escalating zinc price
projected starting during the second quarter of 2015. One
of the world’s largest zinc mines closed last year and there
are going to be another two big ones closing in 2015 and
several other smaller ones in 2015 will be closing.
They are closing because they’re running out of oar. The
zinc industry is rapidly trying to put new mines in operation. There’s going to be a time period where there’s going
to be a shortage of zinc.
Shortage of zinc on the supply side with increased demand will raise the prices. They are not going to double, but
they’re going to significantly increase faster than aluminum.

Figure 19 - Aluminum pricing will drift upwards and zinc
prices will increase rapidly.
Gas prices will remain low as the EPA starts to regulate
natural gas, after it gets done beating up coal. Historically,
over the last four years, gas prices have been good.

diverse throughout, at least the midwest to southeast of
the country.

Die Casting End Markets
When you talk about end markets for die castings,
automotive is the 800 pound gorilla in the room. This
year, estimates are between 16.3 and 16.4 million units
to be produced. In 2015, the forecast is to increase to
17.1 million units. Die castings will benefit in two ways.
We are going to increase the number of units and we
are going to increase the per pound of die castings in a
car. Aluminum is projected to grow significantly in the
short, mid, and long-term.

Figure 21 - 2014 should end up between 16.3 and 16.4
million units.
The auto inventory to sales ratio had started to creep
up but over the last few months, this inventory has been
depleted back down to what is normal levels.

Figure 20 - Natural gas prices remain low.
Natural gas prices will be fairly consistent because the
amount of shale gas that we’re pumping out of the ground
is going off the charts. The United States is producing up
to 43 billion cubic feet per day of shale gas. As coal fired
electricity comes offline and natural gas replaces coal we
will need to consume more of what we are mining here.
These are fairly diverse areas including Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Texas, North Dakota, Minnesota, Indiana,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Louisiana. Quite
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Figure 22 - Inventories rose in the summer, but have gone
back down to acceptable levels before any “order adjustments”
were needed.
NADCA predicted last year that heavy trucks would
grow and the numbers show the forecast was correct. Heavy
truck production will continue to increase all the way
through 2016. This is due to the emissions regulations.
The appliance industry was flat in 2013. In 2014, the
appliance industry will end up by 3.5% and it looks like
overall 2015 will see a growth of near 5%.
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The housing industry is up, but historically still very low.
We are still under water in a lot of mortgages which does not
allow people to sell their homes. In the longer term, housing
will not move forward until existing home values rise.

So, NADCA looks for zinc to grow a little bit slower than
aluminum next year. Unfortunately, NADCA doesn’t have
enough magnesium data to give an accurate projection.
There is great growth of magnesium in Mexico, but not so
much in the United States.

Shipment Forecast
Shipments in 2015, for aluminum will be up 4.7%.
The automotive industry will lead the advancement
and non-automotive will not be as strong. In October
2013, NADCA forecast aluminum shipments overall
would be up 6.8%. The numbers show, right now, that
aluminum is up 6.1%. The projections ref lect some
good history of predicting.

Figure 24 - Year/year percentage change in zinc shipments.

Figure 23 - Year/year percentage change in aluminum shipments.
Zinc we thought was only going to be up about 5%,
but it actually grew about 8.5%. For the non-automotive
sector it really moved well. Automotive growth in zinc
was flat as they replace zinc parts with aluminum because
of the light weighting taking place. Zinc die castings in
automotive will not grow much beyond where they are at.

Figure 25 - History of aluminum die casting in the U.S.

Shipments
2014 Estimates & 2015 Forecast
NADCA Forecast 2014
(October 2013)

To Date 2014 Performance (October 2014)

NADCA 2015 Forecast
(October 2014)

Aluminum Total

6.8%

6.05%

4.7%

Aluminum - Auto

7.1%

7.3%

5.1%

Aluminum - Non-Auto

4.6%

5.3%

4.3%

Magnesium Total

11.4%

10.2%

N/A

Magnesium - Auto

12.0%

N/A

N/A

Magnesium - Non-Auto

4.0%

N/A

N/A

Zinc Total

5.1%

8.53%

3.7%

Zinc - Auto

1.0%

1.5%

1.1%

Zinc - Non-Auto

6.1%

9.1%

5.8%
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Die Castings Worldwide through 2025
Die casting production worldwide will increase dramatically between now and through 2025. From 2000
to 2015 there has already been tremendous growth.
Growth is going to be significant as vehicles take on
more aluminum die castings and more vehicles are
produced than ever before.
There will be another billion pounds more in die castings
in the United States from 2015 to 2025. Even though this
growth is very significant, worldwide growth will be even
more substantial! Almost 16 billion pounds of aluminum
die castings will be produced in 2025 due to growth in
the Chinese and Indian markets for automobiles and the
increased use of die casting in cars.

NORTH AMERICAN DIE CASTING ASSOCIATION

Government Affairs
Briefing
In conjunction with NAM’s 7th Annual
Manufacturing Summit

June 2-3, 2015
Washington, D.C.
www.diecasting.org/meetings/gab

Figure 26 - Die castings in vehicles worldwide and the total
die castings in the U.S.

Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tepid GDP is Because Too Many are Unemployed & Many that are Employed are not in
Decent Paying Jobs
EPA Regulations will cost the Industry Indirectly
through Higher Electricity & Possibly Gas Prices
EPA Regulations on Industry is the Next Target.
OSHA Continues to Ramp Up Reporting Requirements, Causing more time but not making
anything Safer.
Training & Promoting from within Can Make a
Dent in the Skills Gap.
Investing in a Employee “Farm System” Needs to
be Part of Every Die Casters Budget.
Demand is Higher than Supply. Capacity Use is
High & Profitability can go Higher if we Move
Prices Upwards.
Auto, Appliances, and Heavy Trucks will be up in
2015, but not as much as 2014.
Housing is still lagging because of consumer
confidence and stagnant wages.
Aluminum die castings will double in pounds
shipped in the next 12 years!
Large Machines and Heat Treatable (Structural) Die
Castings are the Excellent Growth Opportunities
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